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ABSTRACT
In this era, most of the antivirus companies are facing immense
difficulty in detecting morphed malwares as they conceal
themselves from detection. Malwares use various techniques to
camouflage themselves so as to increase their lifetime. These
obscure methods cannot completely impede analysis, but it
prolongs the process of analysis and detection. This paper
presents a review on malware detection systems and the progress
made in detecting advanced malwares which will serve as a
reference to researchers interested in working on advance
malware detection systems.
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generators are used to generate these morphed malwares which
mutates after every execution i.e. creating a new malware with
the same functionality but with different body structure.
Figure 2 displays evolution period of camouflage techniques
in malware and their size depicts the challenges in detecting
these malwares.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Malware is an infuriating and hostile software program designed
to secretly use the system exclusive of user knowledge. Malware
authors are often looking for developing the specific code once
as morphed malwares of an existing malware [1], are easy to
develop and also prevents from developing a new malware from
scratch.

Figure 2. Evolution of Stealth Malwares
This paper presents a brief survey on mechanism of
advanced malwares such as polymorphic and metamorphic with
their obfuscation and advance detection techniques.
Paper is organized as follows: Section 2 depicts evolution of
camouflage malwares followed by their mechanism. Moreover
Section 3 explains different concealment techniques used by the
malwares to camouflage themselves from detection. Section 4
provides knowledge about various detection techniques and a
survey on work done in detecting advanced malwares. Section 5
highlights the discussions with the following gaps in the survey.
Finally conclusion is presented in Section 6.
Figure 1. Traditional vs Advanced Malwares [2]
Figure 1 highlights the major differences between traditional
and advanced malwares. It is clear from the above figure that
new advanced malwares as compared to old traditional malwares
are more perilous and difficult to detect as they conceal their
presence [2]. According to McAfee 2014 Q3 threat report [3]
there is a growth by 76% in appearance of malwares over the
past year. Increasing trend in the growth and complexity of
malwares makes the job of the antivirus companies much more
difficult in detection of these morphed malwares as different

2. CAMOUFLAGE EVOLUTION
Malwares are malevolent software’s which are extremely
perilous and are a top most security menace to computer systems
and the advancement in the malware code by concealing the
appearance is a serious challenge for the antivirus companies.
This section briefs about advanced morphed malwares with their
mechanisms.

A. Encrypted Malwares
The first encrypted virus that came into existence in 1987
was Cascade [5]. The main goal of the malware authors was to
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conceal the presence of their malware. For that the first
camouflage technique used was encryption. In these viruses
body of the viruses is encrypted along with the presence of a
decryption module. The body of the malware is encrypted using
a key in order to make the detection difficult and moreover these
viruses have uniqueness as they use different keys to conceal
themselves. But still these viruses can be detected as in these
decryption module remains the same which makes the
possibility of detection of these malwares by analyzing the
decryption module.

modifies a particular program by translating its own code into a
provisional image, which then rewrites into normal code after
editing the image.


Entry Point Obfuscation: (EPO) it is a technique in which
the AV scanners are used to prevent the investigation of the
files those have been infected. The virus needs to be placed
in the flow of program to get activated and gets control.
The target executable is patched by the EPO-enabled
malware in some place in the centre of the execution
process using the call/jump instructions. In this way it
receives the control. The AV scanner, that inspects the
engine code for entry point is dodged by the EPO.



Host Code Mutation: Transformation to binary code is
done with the help of a morphing engine. In this firstly the
metamorphic engine has to disassemble the input code and
then that engine will generate a new code with same
functionality but changing the code body so as to conceal
their presence. This kind of behavior varies from virus to
virus.

B. Oligomorphic Malwares
Oligomorphic virus is known as semi- polymorphic [6]. In
this the major difference is that in encrypted virus there is a
single decrypted loop whereas in oligomorphic viruses the
decryptor loop has different appearance in each new iteration i.e.
having the collection of different decryptors. The first
oligomorphic virus that appeared in 1990 [7] was Whale, which
exhibits properties of a DOS virus.

C. Polymorphic Malwares
Polymorphic malwares are very similar in code encryption
[8] as that of earlier versions of malwares. But major difference
is that polymorphic viruses contains a million of decryptors that
can be produced by modifying instructions in the morphed
malware so as to avoid signature based detection.



Mark Washburn wrote the first polymorphic malware named
1260 in 1990 [7]. These polymorphic malwares are generated
using obfuscation techniques as explained in section 4. Firstly
there is a code decryptor which decrypts the body of the
malware and an engine that helps in mutation is attached to the
malware body which creates a new decryptor during execution
to produce morphed variants.

3. OBFUSCATION TECHNIQUES








Code obfuscation is basically defined as hiding the presence
and making the code difficult to read and understand. In this
after execution the code body is modified for new variants while
keeping the overall functionality of the malware same. Some
code obfuscation techniques [4] are discussed below:

E. Dead Code Insertion

Mechanism

A mutation engine or a polymorphic engine is a
program which modifies into another program
different keys for encryption and producing
decryption modules during execution such
functionality of the program remains same but
code is different.

Anti-debugging techniques: Another method of
camouflage mostly used by malware software’s and
packers to make the job of the antivirus companies more
difficult and helping a program to protect itself if it is
running under a debugger.

computer
by using
different
that the
the body

Polymorphic Encryptor encrypts using either same or
different key or using simple encryption like “XOR”,
“AND” or it either use advanced encryption where
monoalphabetic substitution tales place.
Polymorphic Decryptors which does not have same
ciphering algorithms. Behavior of some of the algorithms is
similar to Random Decryption Algorithm and some of them
whose decryption is easy are similar to an XOR with a
short key.

D. Metamorphic Malware
These malwares show body polymorphism [9] in which instead
of using encryption or generating new decryptor, the new body
is generated with the help of obfuscation techniques without
affecting the overall functionalities. Win95/Regswap [11] is the
first metamorphic malware that was created in 1998. These
malwares also use concealing or obfuscation techniques to hide
their presence and creates new variants [10].
Mechanism
These malwares has the ability to generate new infection each
time it is executed such that overall behavior of a malware
remains same but the body code is modified. Metamorphic code

This technique basically inserts dead code in the
programming structure of the virus without affecting the code
functionality, behavior and metamorphic viruses make use of
this obfuscation technique to make the code sufficiently
concealed.

F. Instruction Replacement
In this technique instruction are substituted with equivalent
instructions which make the detection of these malwares very
hard.

G. Register Substituion
In this registers are substituted in different instances of the
virus. It keeps the overall functionality same only the
programming structure of the virus changes. This method can be
used to defeat the string signature detection.

H. Instruction Permutation
In this techniques different combinations of instructions are
applied which changes the structure of the code in different
iterations.

I. Virtualization Obfuscation
Malware creators use this technique to protect their malware
from the process of reverse engineering [8]. In this the code and
main logic of the program is virtualized to make the detection
more difficult.

J. Code Transposition
In this various conditional and unconditional branches are
used for reordering the program but keeping the same flow of
execution.
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4. DETECTION TECHNIQUES
To combat with the advanced attacks, advanced software’s
are being developed, assuming that the overall structure of the
malware does not modify considerably. As nowadays the Internet
is used extensively so the threat from the variant of 2nd
generation morphed malwares is escalating everyday. So there is
a need that antivirus companies should fight against these
malwares before severe damage is done. This section highlights
some of the detection techniques:

K. Signature Based Detection
It uses signature as identification and identifies the various
families of virus or a single virus using that identification [12].
The main drawback of this is that the frequent updation of
signature database is required; to detect malwares else it will not
be able to detect new malwares. This type of detection is not
suitable for morphed malwares as polymorphic malware uses
encryption techniques which make detection using signature
impossible and metamorphic malwares are based on code
obfuscation techniques, whose detection is also very difficult
through signatures.

L. Static Based Detection
In static analysis, the nature of the malwares is analyzed by
just looking at the malicious code without executing it. Based on
this analysis signatures are created which helps in detection of
malwares.

M. Behavior Based Detection
In dynamic analysis the suspicious malware is executed in a
virtual environment [13] and its behavior is analyzed. This
method requires “templates” of suspicious behavior [14] which
are then formed in the form of signature used for detection and
analysis of malwares. It would result in less false positives as
compare to static based detection and is more reliable.
There are other techniques available for malwares detection
like machine learning techniques which are the study of
computer algorithms that improved through experiments [15].
Main advantage of these techniques is that it helps in detection
of advanced malwares. Many machine learning techniques such
as Naive Bayes [16], Decision Tree [17], Data Mining [18],
Neural Networks [19] and Hidden Markov Modes [20] have
been applied by various researchers for malware classification
and detection.

5. EXISTING WORK
A lot of research is done in detection and analysis of
malwares. Some popular and recent approaches have been
summarized below:
Vinod et al. [21] developed a non signature based approach
in order to detect undetectable Metamorphic Malwares. Features
selection methods used were GSS, TF-IDF-CF, WET, CPD, TFIDF, TS. Classification model developed was based on the bigram features ranked with the selection technique. They
achieved an accuracy of about 99 to 100%. Hira et.al [22]
generated signatures using semantic summaries of the morphed
malwares. Analysis of control and data flow was done to detect
these advanced morphed malwares. Ksenia et al. [23] proposed
classification method based on behavioural characteristics. They
did their classification by taking into account the number of
WinAPI calls made, number of files handled by a malware and
finally clustering technique was used. Seyed et al. [24]
anticipated that a general malware normalizer called automata
structures can be used to store a collection of obfuscation
methods which were used for normalizing metamorphic

malwares. ADFA or augmented DFA was used for modelling
each obfuscation method. This concept traversed the ADFAs so
as to search for the occurrence of obfuscated codes in the source
code. The presented approach was tested on a large dataset of
malwares and clean files, which resulted in achieving high
accuracy in detection of metamorphic malwares. Vinod et al.
[25] suggested a sophisticated signature extraction approach
using multiple sequence alignment (MSA). The proposed
method was able to detect most of the variants of a malware with
minimum false alarms. Freddy et al. [26] gave an overview
about the structural mechanisms of the advanced malwares.
Vinod et al. [27] dynamically analysed the API calls made by an
executable. After analysis signature of malware class was
generated instead of an individual sample. They further used
proximity index between different metamorphic generators to
determine how similar two generators were. Quinghua et al. [28]
proposed a new method for detecting metamorphic malwares
through fully automated analysis of executables and by
comparing the various system functions and libraries present in
the program semantics. Arun et al. [29] tracked metamorphic
malwares using the concept of their engine signatures. They
used code scoring technique for collecting forensic evidence in
order to measure how many code segments were generated by a
metamorphic engine.
Christodorescu et al. [30] proposed an interesting aspect
using control flow graph for identifying some of obfuscationdeobfuscation techniques for malicious code detection. Identical
authors [31] afterwards suggested formalizing templates of
specific malicious behavior using instruction semantics and then
detecting malwares using a template matching algorithm.
PolyUnpack [32] identified the unpack-executing malware by
observing the sequence of hidden code in a malware using the
combination of dynamic and static analysis. These were
identifiable at the time when its static code model was checked
against its execution. Kruegel et al. [33] suggested the usage of
comparison of binary code and structural analysis. It was based
on the control ﬂow. Using graph theory the results of
comparison were improved. This technique was computationally
expensive.
In their proposed work, authors [34] and [35] detected
morphed malware variants using a rewriting engine. Syntactic
and semantic structure of variants program was analysed. Krugel
et al [36] generated the fingerprint for worms based on their
CFG which was rigid against obfuscation techniques. In [37]
authors suggested that using code graph can be helpful for
analyzing and detecting malware. Furthermore, system call
sequence was analysed and a topological graph was produced.
Authors in [38] detected variants of a malware using semantic
approach which is based on the system call made by the
malwares while execution. Authors used Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) to determine the statistical properties of
malware variants in [39]. Lee et al. [40] discovered that using
some obfuscation techniques, the detection of malwares using
HMM can be overcome. Lin et al. [41] proposed a feature
extraction technique using n gram and a new list called n-perms
was produced using a constant combination.
Tahan et al. [42] used Machine Learning techniques for
malware detection, developed and evaluated algorithms and
using common segment analysis. Marpaung et al. [43] surveyed
evasion and Mitigation techniques and also compared various
concealment techniques with the associated features related to
attack and detection difficulties. Elhadi et al. [44] proposed a
hybrid technique for malware detection. Robin et al. [45]
discussed various types of malwares with their mechanism and
basic principles of operations. Rehmani et al. [46] analysed
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different attack models of the malware to discover the best
solution depending on the type of attack. You et al. [4] reviewed
obfuscation techniques by analysing encrypted, oligomorphic,
polymorphic and metamorphic malwares. Saffaf et al. [47]
illustrated the various methods and tools used by antivirus
vendors to protect their infrastructure against the malwares
attack. Gong et al. [48] suggested adaptive data compression
method for Malware detection. Chritodorescu et al. [31] built a
detection algorithm which is based on semantics rather than
syntactic analysis. Algorithm based on the extracted knowledge
from malicious executables behavior, then designed a template
and using that template they detected if a program satisfies the
behavior. Using this algorithm detection rate of malware
variants was very high.
The method described in [49] used a histogram of instruction
opcode frequencies to detect morphed malware. Classification of
files as malicious or benign was done y comparing the already
built histograms of malware samples. Minkowski-form distance
was used to find out the similarity between two histograms.
Martini et al. [50] used VSA (Value Set Analysis) for detecting
metamorphic malware. They executed each malware binary in a
virtual environment and tracked the register values for each API
(application programming interface) call. Finally the similarity
score was computed for classifying the malwares. A framework
presented in [51] for polymorphic worm detection was worth
mentioning, as it uses byte-pattern-based signatures and graph
based classiﬁcation framework of content based polymorphic
worm signatures. Singla et al. [52] proposed a novel approach
towards the detection of malwares using static classification in
which the feature set used is a combination of Function call
frequency and Opcode frequency. This combination provided an
accuracy of about 97% for a dataset of 1230 executables
containing 800 malwares and 400 cleanwares. Saini et al. [53]
used suspicious section count and function call frequency as the
features to distinguish malwares from clean ones. They have
used machine learning algorithms as available in WEKA library
for classification purpose. They achieved an accuracy of more
than 98%. Authors in [54] proposed a classification framework
which uses integration of both static and dynamic features for
distinguishing malwares from clean files. The experimental
results, based on a dataset of 998 malwares and 428 cleanwares
files provide an accuracy of 99.58% indicating that the hybrid
approach enhances the accuracy rate of malware detection and
classification over the results obtained when these features are
considered separately. Table 1 compares few of the research
articles.

6. DISCUSSIONS
After performing the literature review, the following
inferences have been made:
1.

Though there are several techniques present for advanced
morphed malware detection, however most of these
techniques are either static or dynamic behavior based.

2.

Most of these techniques have been restricted to offline
analysis modes only and haven’t been validated for real
time malware detection.

3.

In most of the work, the dataset used in detection of
morphed malwares is small in size and processed on raw
ASM (Assembly language Source code) files.
After analyzing these gaps, it is evident that there is a need
to develop and implement a new technique for detecting
morphed malwares which combines the features from both
static and dynamic approaches simultaneously along with

the machine learning model to test on real time Internet
traffic.

7. CONCLUSION
With the advancement in Information Technology, the
camouflage in malwares has an exponential growth over the
years from simple encryption to complex metamorphic
malwares. Today, signature-based malware detection is not
sufficiently useful as these advanced malwares uses stealth
techniques to hide their presence which are not easily detected
by signature based detection and moreover antivirus experts
need to have deeper knowledge about these malwares.
This paper discusses the existing mechanisms used by
polymorphic and metamorphic malwares in order to evade their
detection. It also presents the analysis of existing techniques
proposed by various researchers for detecting advanced
malwares. This analysis shows that if attention is not paid
towards these morphed codes then these codes will become
theoretically undetectable virus.
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Table 1 Comparison of Advance Malware Detection Techniques

S.No

Authors
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Detection Techniques

1

Jikku
Kuriakose,
Vinod P [21]

1218 benign executables and 868
NGVCK viruses.

Developed a non signature based approach. Features selection
methods used were CPD, WET, TF-IDF, TF-IDF-CF, GSS, TS.
Classification model developed was based on the bi-gram
features ranked with the selection technique. They claimed an
accuracy of about 99 to 100%.

2

Hira aggarwal, Lisa
Bahler,
Shane
Snyder et.al. [22]

76 malware variants from 12 worm/
virus families.

Generated signatures using semantic summaries of the morphed
malwares. Analysis of control and data flow was done to detect
the advanced morphed malwares.

3

Ksenia Tsyganok,
Evgeny Tumoyan,
Maxim anikeev, et
al. [23]

1080 malware samples gathered by
honey
pot,
Win32
portable
executable.

Proposed classification method based on behavioral
characteristics. They did their classification by taking into
account the number of WinAPI calls made, number of files
handled by a malware and finally clustering technique was used
to classify them.

4

Babak Bashari Rad,
Suhaimi
Ibrahim
et.al. [49]

122 normal benign files, NGVCK 40
malwares, VCL 10 malwares,
Evul.8192 8 malwares

Introduced and examined an opcode statistics based classifier
using decision tree.

5

Vinod P, Harshit
Jain, et.al [27]

320 viruses from four meta engines

Dynamically analyzed the different API calls made by an
executable. After analysis, instead of single sample the signature
of entire malware class was generated They further used
proximity index between different metamorphic generators to
determine how similar two generators were.

6

Quinghua Zhang,
Douglas S. Reeves
[28]

Variants generated
Heavens website

Vx

Proposed a new method for detecting metamorphic malwares
through fully automated analysis of executables and by
comparing the various system functions and libraries present in
the program semantics.

7

Mohamed
R.Chouchane, Arun
Lakhotia [29]

W32.Evol engine was used to detect
engine signatures.

Introduced the concept of engine signatures for detection of
metamorphic malware. They used code scoring technique in
order to measure how many code segments were generated by a
metamorphic engine.
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